
If you are a doctor then you must have a dense eye. If the doctor looks at the patient from 
his dress to naked body then he can get an overview of the patient. Now if he can compare 
the well body or a standard disease less body's out view then he can think that the patient is 
affected or not. Though comparing can be more perfect by the use of camera and computer 
also. If we take care of our body everyday then if there are some deformities then we can 
see some problems outside of our body. Now if we take  help of  a computer , where the 
medicine name is loaded then we can treat ourselves. 

When a doctor sees the body of a patient or a person then by looking at the patient or the 
person carefully he can say that the person is well or not. The five sense organ of a person 
gives the realisation of the body of the person. If there are some deformities in the inner part 
of the body then there must be at least one irregularity on the outside of the body. First we 
will take help from the computer and camera to find out the outside defects of the body of a 
person ,then from our looking , hearing, breathing etc problem in different time's pictures and 
sound we can store and compare with a real well healthy person's body. This comparison of 
two body's will help us to find out any disease.  
If we say that A be a set of the elements consistent of n body parts like A={x,y,z,m} 
x belongs to B={c,g,h} and B belongs to G. Now if x changes then all the changes on G 
happens.  
If we take the picture of a person and put it into a computer and compare it with a well 
figured person's picture then we can say that if there is any skin disease the person has or 
not. Like that every part's picture can give us the complete view of a person by which we can 
test a person if there is anything wrong then by helping with chemical compounds we can 
treat. But if we first treat the person mentally then general problems can be easily removed. 
The surgeon can take the help of knife but I can say that with medicine of homoeopathy 
(mostly) we can control our body perfectly. If we keep vigil by computer check-up from our 
birth then there is no need of medicine in our life also we must keep exercises on. Using of 
computer network will be helpful to us to monitor our body from far away. If we create a one 
to one relationship with a body and and already set condition for healthy body then we can 
find out the disease. Different types of sound coming from nose and voice have a different 
sign of disease. Though all may not be harmful but some which are bad can easily tracked 
by our computer . So if we compare well then our problem is solved. 
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